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Purpose:
The purpose of this exploratory project is 
to determine how best to measure the 
impact of a co-constructed multi-day field 
trip and curriculum designed to . . . 

• increase awareness of African Americans' 
experiences confronting racism in 
Indiana; and

• promote racial justice activism



Research questions:
• What aspects of a community-engaged 

learning experience about racial justice are 
most effective for producing personal, social, 
professional, and political growth for racial 
justice activism?

• What assessment tools most effectively 
measure and communicate the impact of this 
experience on participants' knowledge, beliefs, 
and levels of racial justice activism in personal, 
social, professional, and political dimensions?



Relationships and Co-Creation: 
Processes for a Community-Engaged Project 

to Confront Anti-Black Racism in Indiana
Kendra Lowery



Group Members
Name Race/Gender Occupation/Activities # Years 

Living/Working in City

Community Members
Jason Donati White Male Environmental Educator, City Sanitary District; 

Co-facilitator of RACE
30+ 

WaTasha
Barnes Griffin

Black Female CEO of regional YWCA; Chair of MLKDT 30+ 

Yvonne 
Thompson

Black Female Executive Director, Human Rights Commission; 
Vice-Chair of MLKDT

30+

University Faculty Members
Beth Messner White Female Associate Professor of Communication Studies; 

Assistant Secretary of MLKDT; Member of RACE
30+ 

Dorshele
Stewart

Black Female Associate Teaching Professor of History 15

Keisha 
Warren-
Gordon

Black Female Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and 
Criminology; Director of African American Studies 
Program

15  

Kendra 
Lowery

Black Female Associate Professor of Educational Leadership; 
Associate Dean in School of Education; Member 
of MLKDT

6



Since August 2020…relationships have deepened

• How did we [community and university members] develop 
authentic relationships which sustain our community of 
practice to address anti-racism education and activism?

• Linking and Weaving 
• Linking = establishing a solid foundation
• Weaving = tightening our relationships over time to engage in deep 

conversations about race



Linking

This metaphor signifies the skills required to 
create a structure that is stable enough for the 
second metaphor, weaving, to emerge. 
(=Building a solid foundation)

• We established a consistent, sustained 
commitment to showing up, connected by a 
common purpose rooted in getting to know one 
another (= A commitment to ”seeing and valuing 
each other”)

 Mutually agreed upon meeting times

 Check-Ins

• We committed to centering community members’ 
voices as equal voices in our decision-making by a) 
continuously questioning our process (during 
planning) and b) using a tool to assess community 
and university members’ balance in decision-
making (during meetings). 



Weaving

• Weaving invokes an image of a 
tapestry or basket, where the fibers 
are tightly bound together, creating 
a more tight, firm structure that 
allows very little if anything, to 
break the material apart. 

• The racial healing handbook (Singh, 
2019)

• Conversations about race and 
racism, that were anchored by 
vulnerability, grace, listening that 
were established as we developed 
trust, relationship, and consistency 
in showing up. 



Confronting Sites of Struggle: 
Fieldtrip Site Selection and Logistics

Beth A. Messner



Decision Points

• Site Selection Criteria

• Site-Related Activities

• Travel Logistics



Fieldtrip experience

• Muncie, IN



Fieldtrip experience

• Gary, IN



Fieldtrip experience

• Indianapolis, IN



Fieldtrip experience

• Lyles Station, IN



Assessment Matters: 
Why, When, and How?
Kiesha Warren-Gordon



Why Do We Need Assessment?

• Going beyond institutional needs 
for assessment.

• What does the community what 
to know?
Creating Space for true 

understanding of what is working 
and not working.

Creating Space for reflecting on just 
on the outcome but also on the 
process



How Can Community 
Partners Participate In 
Assessing Projects? 

Considerations:
• Community partners are not 

academics.
• Community partners have their skill 

sets. How can we utilize those skill 
sets in assessment?

• Moving beyond traditional ideas of 
what assessment is and how we 
measure goals/outcomes.



Methods:
• Photovoice
• Journaling (via recording and 

written)
• Dialogue
• Art
• Cultural ways of knowing 

(decolonizing methodology) 
• Focus on traditional ways of  

sharing 
(re)membering/reremembering



Investment of Community Partners
Jason Donati & Yvonne Thompson



Questions?
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